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of migrants. 

crimes for development are severe and involve heavy human, social and economic costs 

and globally. 
 

Migrants Protocols, at the policy level and through the delivery of technical assistance; 
(b) research and awareness-raising; and (c) strengthening of partnerships and 
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requirement under the Protocol to ensure that measures taken to address migrant 
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of migrants can be best prevented and combated.  



 - UNODC provides specialized training to personnel, such as, 

should not be criminalized for being smuggled; and that States should protect 
migrants from violence and assist those whose lives or safety are endangered. 

 - 

among smuggled migrants, to take into account the needs of the most vulnerable, such 

was established by the UN General Assembly, with UNODC appointed as Fund Manager. 
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, a unique tool using audio 

 
 

across borders. 
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society, the private sector and individuals. A number of countries have subsequently 

sector. UNODC has also elaborated a number of bilateral agreements with other 

in Persons,  

persons. 

 

 

 

 

 



Together with sister members of the GMG, UNODC has assisted the GFMD in organizing 

 at 

following principles: 

 developed by UNODC to address each phase 

 

include, among others, medical, legal, material, psychological and language assistance. 

 



only have their rights protected but should also be assisted when their life and safety 
are endangered.  

Likewise, UNODC has developed tailored material and corresponding training curricula 
to urge States to take into account the special needs of women and children and other 
vulnerable persons.  

responses, which, in turn, should be constantly evaluated and revised based on changed 

Case Law Database  as a publicly available resource, which currently contains more 

persons and smuggling of migrants has been on raising awareness in origin countries. 

countries also, and must be targeted and formulated in ways that will be understood 

 

 The database is accessible at www.unodc.org/cld.



popular smuggling routes and trails in land-border areas to warn migrants of the 
dangers that lie ahead. 

Public service announcements can be broadcast in appropriate languages in countries 

enforcement agents. 

service providers and members of civil society to help them play their part in the global 
 

(a) 

factors underscore the need to raise awareness and understanding of these 
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(b) 
 

evidence-based policies. 

(c) 

and related crimes.

(d)  Only a limited number of governments have 

mechanisms and developed plans that detail the establishment, training and 

(e)  

persons and migrant smuggling.

(f)  

(g) 

and other relevant actors.



(h) 

the following aspects:
 
(a)  

changes present new challenges and threats to States and individuals alike. In 

issue for many governments, with an increased emphasis on the linkages between 
development, human rights, the rule of law and organized crime.

(b) 

marriage will give them a chance to emancipate themselves and their families 

 In many regions of the world, the decline of the agricultural sector has also 

that women from rural areas, and from vulnerable groups such as indigenous 

(c) The importance of a human rights-based approach and the 

(d) Ensuring that States and stakeholders 



(e) Involvement of all stakeholders, in order 
to more concretely build comprehensive responses, including the engagement of 
businesses, policymakers and civil society.

Organized Crime

versa;

(b) Violence against migrants, migrant workers and their families, and the need for 

 

and economic security.




